Institutional Funding Programs

FY13 Competitive Awards

Fall 2012 Competitive Grant-in-Aid Program
Fida Adely (SFS / CCAS)
John Bailey (Government)
Caetlin Benson-Allott (English)
Roberto Bocci (Art & Art History)
Leticia Bode (Culture, Communication & Technology)
Douglas Boin (Classics)
Denise Brennan (Anthropology)
Sandra Calvert (Psychology)
James Collins (History)
Sylvie Durmelat (French)
Friederike Eigler (German)
Benjamin Harbert (Performing Arts)
Peter Hinrichs (Public Policy Institute)
Daniel Hopkins (Government)
Jonathan Ladd (Public Policy Institute)
Susanna Lee (French)
Bryan McCann (History)
Abigail Marsh (Psychology)
James Millward (History)
BG Muhn (Art & Art History)
Michael Osborne (Art & Art History)
Jordan Sand (East Asian Languages)
Cristina Sanz (Spanish & Portuguese)
George Shambaugh (SFS / Government)
Lahra Smith (SFS / African Studies)
Robynn Stilwell (Performing Arts)

Total Applications: 36 / Awards made: 26

Spring 2013 Competitive Grant-in-Aid Program
Rachel Barr (Psychology)
Denise Brennan (Anthropology)
Yulia Chentsova-Dutton (Psychology)
Francesco Ciabattoni (Italian)
Gianni Cicali (Italian)
Tania Gentic (Spanish & Portuguese)
Benjamin Harbert (Performing Arts)
Nathan Hensley (English)
Brian Hochman (English)
Joanna Lewis (Science & Technology in International Affairs)
Janet Mann (Biology / Psychology)
John Morrell (Art & Art History)
Anne O'Neil-Henry (French)
Michael Osborne (Art & Art History)
Manus Patten (Biology)
Nicoletta Pireddu (Italian)
Natalie Schilling (Linguistics)
Noel Sugimura (English)
Aparna Vaidik (History)
Patricia Vieira (Spanish & Portuguese)
Duncan Wu (English)

**Total Applications: 31 / Awards made: 21**

**AY2013-14 Junior Faculty Research Fellowship Program**

Brian Hochman (English)
Kaveh Jorabchi (Chemistry)
Diane Kapiszewski (Government)
Chandra Manning (History)
Brian McCabe (Sociology)
Kimberly Meltzer (Culture, Communication & Technology)
Anne O'Neil-Henry (French)
Colin Parsons (English)
Fei Ren (East Asian Languages)
Nicole Rizzuto (English)
Micah Sherr (Computer Science)
Daniel Shore (English)
Anna von der Goltz (SFS / History)

**Total Applications: 13 / Awards made: 13**

**AY2013-14 Senior Faculty Research Fellowship Program**

Katherine Benton-Cohen (History)
Janet Mann (Biology / Psychology)
Chandra Manning (History)
Cristina Sanz (Spanish & Portuguese)
Michele Swers (Government)
John Tutino (SFS / History)
Erik Voeten (SFS / Government)
**Total Applications: 24 / Awards made: 7**

**2012-13 Pilot Research Grant Program**
Heidi Elmendorf (Biology)
Abigail Marsh (Psychology)
Jennifer Swift (Chemistry)
**Total Applications: 14 / Awards made: 3**

**2012-13 Research Infrastructure Grant Program**
Heidi Elmendorf (Biology)
Sarah Stoll (Chemistry)
Ed Van Keuren (Physics)
**Total Applications: 5 / Awards made: 3**

**2013 Summer Academic Grant Program**
Peter Armbruster (Biology)
Leticia Bode (Culture, Communication & Technology)
Benjamin Bogin (Theology)
Denise Brennan (Anthropology)
Marcia Chatelain (History)
Erin Cline (Theology)
Angel de Dios (Chemistry)
Anthony Deldonna (Performing Arts)
Mary Helen Dupree (German)
Emily Francomano (Spanish & Portuguese)
David Goldfrank (History)
Nora Gordon (Public Policy Institute)
Nathan Hensley (English)
Brian Hochman (English)
Jeffrey Huang (Biology)
Sandro La Barbera (Classics)*
Tod Linafelt (Theology)
Huaping Lu-Adler (Philosophy)
Alison Mackey (Linguistics)
Chandra Manning (History)
James Mattingly (Philosophy)
Bryann McCann (History)*
Charles Mc Nelis (Classics)
Steve Metallo (Chemistry)
Jennifer Nycz (Linguistics)
Michael Osborne (Art & Art History)
Coilin Parsons (English)
Nicole Rizzuto (English)
Aviel Roshwald (History)
Milena Santoro (French)*
Jennifer Sclafani (Linguistics)
George Shambaugh (SFS / Government)
Mark Sicoli (Linguistics)
Michele Swers (Government)
Jennifer Swift (Chemistry)
John Tutino (SFS / History)
Patricia Vieira (Spanish & Portuguese)
Anna von der Goltz (SFS / History)*
Gina Wimp (Biology)
Elizabeth Zsiga (Linguistics)

Total Applications: 86 / Awards made: 40

*recipient of a travel award issued in conjunction with summer academic grant